What Shape is That?

It is round. It has no corners.
What shape is that?
It is a circle.

It is almost round. It looks like an egg.
What shape is that?
It is an oval.

It has three sides. It has three corners.
What shape is that?
It is a triangle.

It has four sides. They are all the same.
What shape is that?
It is a square.

It has four sides. Two are longer.
What shape is that?
It is a rectangle.

It has five sides. It has five corners.
What shape is that?
It is a pentagon.
What Shape is That?

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. Which two shapes are mostly round?
   A. circle and square
   B. circle and oval
   C. triangle and pentagon
   D. square and rectangle

2. Which two shapes have four sides?
   A. circle and square
   B. circle and oval
   C. triangle and pentagon
   D. square and rectangle

3. Which shape has 3 sides?
   A. square
   B. rectangle
   C. triangle
   D. pentagon

4. Which shape has 5 sides?
   A. square
   B. rectangle
   C. triangle
   D. pentagon

5. Which of these is NOT mentioned in the story?
   A. octagon
   B. pentagon
   C. rectangle
   D. oval
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